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 Work objectives: Analysis of the basic rope techniques training of working  
at heights with special units of the Police Czech Republic. Content processing  
of the basic rope training techniques for special units of the Police Czech Republic.  
 
 Methods: Analysis of the basic rope techniques training of working at heights  
with special units of the Police Czech Republic were carried out in the research section.  
The analysis used qualitative methods of collecting data namely group discussions  
with instructors of special units of the Police Czech Republic working at heights. 
Within the qualitative research I also searched internal regulation  
for the implementation of the work of the special police units of the Czech Republic.  
When writing the theoretical part of theses I also made a search of other technical 
literature. 
  
 Results: In the submitted theses I was able to analyze content area of basic rope 
techniques of working at heights with special units of the Police Czech Republic  
and identify certain deficiencies in the training. On the basis of these findings I made  
a proposal of the training content of the basic rope techniques for special units  
of the Police Czech Republic. 
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